OnFido creating an Immunity Passport App for ALL people
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I don’t want to burst anyone’s bubble re our prez but this is very evil!

We all know how wicked/evil the Bill Gates, Kissinger, Soros, Fauci, Birx and all the other NWO
people are. And did you also connect the dots that on the day our prez announced the national
emergency over the CCP virus that Bill Gates resigned from Microsoft that very day....and went
boldly public with global agenda. Then a couple of weeks ago Fauci started mentioning, using

his favorite word “we” [meaning the global agenda elitists] are considering a coronavirus
immunity phone app“ ... for the safety of the people of course! Then our prez “mentioned” that
the fed gov was considering this app! And after Fauci gave that ”shout out” publicly, OnFido [a
provider of cloud-based identity verification tools] received an additional $100 million from
investors! To me, that seemed to be a “done deal” shout out so the rich could get richer!

OnFido, almost exactly one year ago in
2019, received $50 million in funding and part of
that was from.....you guessed it....Microsoft i.e. Bill
Gates....before the CCP virus! This “immunity
passport app” is not voluntary and not only to track
your every move, but you will have to have vaccine to
have the immunity that gives you permission to go
anywhere or do anything. In other words, total
control. Bill Gates also stated recently that “we” have been discussing this with the prez.
And this..... “In March 2018, Bill Gates had a meeting in the Oval Office with President
Donald Trump. The former Microsoft chief executive, now a prolific philanthropist and the
world's second richest man, was preoccupied with the possibility of a dangerous global
pandemic, and urged the President to invest taxpayers' money in preparing for
"unexpected pathogens" like Sars and Mers.”

You can draw your own conclusions....but I think they are ALL in it together and we are being
sold out big time!

